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THIS WAY OUT Mb , 
.. an alphabetical listing of places to go 
Belvedere Joes—1407 Brentwood Blvd. 
Joe is putting a brand new addition onto his already 
large place. From what he tells us and from what 
we can see for ourselves, it promises to be the answer 
to a college boy’s prayer. Reasonable food, dancing, 
and everything that we could possibly want. 
Busch's Grove—9460 Clayton Road 
This place is spacious, and strictly a man’s place in 
our estimation. If you fellows want to go to some 
place with lots of atmosphere just to shoot the bull and 
drink a few, then this is exactly the place for you. . . . 
Carl's—718 Washington Ave. 
When you’re downtown in the afternoon or at the show 
at night, and want to go to some good place that is 
handy and thus save the rubber on your tires, you 
might stop and have a few here. It’s cheap, nice and 
very handy. 
Circle Bar—210 North Eighth 
This place also is handy to those of you that happen 
to be down town in the bright light section. It has 
a pleasant atmosphere especially for the male stag, 
although those are few and far between these days. . . . 
Crown Room—Kings Way Hotel 
The Crown Room is a very attractive bar. They have 
fair entertainment, if you don’t have to look at them. 
The prices are moderate and I believe that in the right 
crowd you could have a very good time here. 
Coal Hole—Coronado Hotel 
A pleasing atmosphere with relatively high prices as 
far as places of this type go. Ask Mae Ruester how 
she likes it. 
Sid Gates—19 North Brentwood Blvd. 
Sid has some ale on tap that is swell. This place has 
reasonable prices, good drinks, and that college atmos¬ 
phere that is so sadly lacking at most of our spots. 
Try Sid’s Rathskeller for your private party. IT’S FUN. 
Graham's Grill—7901 Forsythe Ave. 
Roy still packs in the college crowd at his dingy, 
smoky den. The gang seems to like it and keeps com¬ 
ing back for more. Roy just kicked his up to a point 
that seems a little bit high to most of us, but the gang 
in general doesn’t seem to think so. . . . 
Hoff Brau—Mayflower Hotel 
It is worth your while to waste the rubber on your 
tires to drive down here and have a stein. They keep 
your pretzel rack full and your glass, too, if you want 
them to. . . . 
Mural Room—DeBaliviere and Waterman 
The Mural Room in our estimation is still THE spot 
in St. Louis to go to. You can’t beat their prices or 
their food, or their drinks. The Phi’s practically live 
here. Ask Cal East all about it. He, too, thinks its 
swell. 
Richmond Buffet—7014 Clayton Road 
The Richmond is still a nice place to go if you haven’t 
anything better to do. You can have a good time and 
lose a lot of money on the Pin Ball machine. The Sig’s 
have deserted it practically and the dribble has taken 
over. 
Steeplechase—Hotel Chase 
Personally we’ve gotten pretty sick of the Steeplechase. 
If you insist on going places for your own sake make 
it a week night. 
Town Hall—Clayton and Big Bend 
If you want to meet the boys from St. Louis University, 
this is the place to go. You will find them in the bar 
upstairs. You can eat in the main room or the rathskel¬ 
ler downstairs, or in your car. We advise you to try 
their toasted cheese sandwich. It is really good. 
Walnuf Room—Gatesworth Hotel 
If you want to see high collars and thirty-seven inch 
length coats and all the rest that goes with St. Louis 
University, then this is the place to go. The food isn’t 
bad and it’s always crowded. 
Vescovo's—Skinker and Delmar 
It’s not like the old Vescies at Big Bend, and the car 
tracks, but it’s still pretty good. The food is good, but 
there is no privacy. 
Zodiac—Hotel Chase 
This is the hang-out of South American music. If you 
want that New York architecture, go here. Of course, 
you pay for all this with fifty-cent highballs. The view 




Out of the Dog-house 
since I took Jane to the 
Mural Room. 
P.S.-—Look for the 
White Chariot 
THE MURAL ROOM 
St. Louis' Most Beautiful 
Cocktail Lounge 
DE BALIVIERE at WATERMAN 
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WE HAVE WITH US 
Harold Thomas, who well deserves the title of "human 
dynamo", is the author of the two-page feature on Hell 
Week. Harold is the typical all-around activity boy with 
lots of energy and a good word for everybody. He grad¬ 
uated from University City High School two years ago 
and pledged Theta Xi when he entered Washington 
University. 
Last year he was on the Freshman Fencing Team, the 
Debate Team, Student Council, Quad Show, Thyrsus, and 
Student Life. And he does a good job at all of them. 
If you ever want anything done, and done right, get 
Thomas to do it. 
Harold starred in "Lost Landing" this year's English 
Sixteen play, and is to have a lead in the 1942 Quad 
Show. He is on the Student Life staff as well as the 
Eliot staff (believe it or not) and is corresponding sec¬ 
retary of his fraternity. 
KAY KING. 
Katherine King, a junior in the College of Liberal Arts, 
is a Pi Beta Phi transfer from Drury College at Spring- 
field. Kay is small, a brunette with blue eyes, and is 
very active. 
Her preferred activities are tennis, swimming, and 
dancing. She has just decided to take up law as a major 
—we wish her luck. Kay originally came from Spring- 
field, Missouri, and she now lives in Wester Groves. 
They're friends of the family so they won't mind our tell¬ 
ing. The woman brought her four year old son over to our 
next door neighbor's one hot summer afternoon. The 
neighbor's two small daughters, aged three and four, were 
having a glorious time running naked through the lawn 
sprinkler. Of course the little boy was allowed to enjoy 
himself similarly. That evening his father asked what 
he had done all afternoon. 
"Oh, I played with the kids down the street." 
"The kids down the street? Are they boys or girls?" 
He thought a while. "I don't know. They didn't have 
their clothes on." 
"A bluebook is the by-product of the imagination of a 
professor who is sporting a hangover." 
CHestnut 7020 
^ MOVIE CAMERAS 
KODAKS 
\^rl All Photo Supplies 
WN. SCHILLER & CO. 
1109 LOCUST STREET 
Dick mumbles, "Sweet as honey dew!” 
Janet sighs and quavers. 
Dick says, "No—I don't mean you, 
I mean these swell Life Savers!” 
liyFflUAT Everybody’s breath offends now / I J 
1VII 11*1 M 1 ■! and then. Let Life Savers sweet- ‘ w 
en and freshen your breath after 
eating, drinking, or smoking. 
FREE 
A Box of Life Savers 
for the best Wisecrack! 
What is the best joke that you heard 
on the campus this week? 
Send it in to your editor. You may 
wisecrack yourself into a free prize box 
of Life Savers! 
For the best line submitted each 
month by one of the students, there 
will be a free award of an attractive 
cellophane-wrapped assortment of all the 
Life Saver flavors. 
Jokes will be judged by the editors 
of this publication. The right to publish 
any or all jokes is reserved. Decisions 
of the Editors will be final. The win¬ 
ning wisecrack will be published the 
following month along with the lucky 
winner’s name. 
WINNING JOKE FOR FEBRUARY 
A young lady was describing Le Chateau to a 
man from out of town. 
"It is next door to the Dean sister's,” she said. 




Eliot - Washington 1 Inivf.rsity 
College Girls! Win Tuition 
or Cash Awards in 
Come on, you English majors, and other students who love 
words, their skillful selection and subtle combinations! 
This contest is open to women students (freshmen to seniors 
inclusive) in any established co-educational or woman's 
College which grants a recognized B.A. or B.S. in the 
United States. 
It is also open to high school girls of junior and senior 
grades, taking the Academic Course. 
FLEXEES ♦ 417 FIFTH AVENUE . NEW YORK 





The official entry blank — on which the 
essays must be submitted — gives all the 
conditions governing this contest. For 
this entry blank and for an inspiring 
glimpse at the new Flexees—visit 
your favorite corset department as 
soon as possible. You are not re- 4? 
quired to buy anything. 
February, 1942 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
Since Valentine's Day is a crucial 
period in everyone's love life—that is 
—in the love-life of everyone who has 
a love life, we consider the subject 
worthy of some comment. 
Very often it is neccessary to de¬ 
cide on Valentine's Day between the 
Strawberry Blonde and the "Heddy" 
Brunette. This very problem once 
confronted an ambitious spohomore 
of our acquaintance. He had been 
going steady with two girls at the 
same time—quite an achievement for 
even a sophomore and up to the fatal 
St. Val's Day he had been not un¬ 
successful. But then, as it must to 
every man, came the day of reckon¬ 
ing—the moment to decide. It was 
obvious to Johnny Soph that it was 
essential to the success of his "suits" 
that he see both of his amours on 
Valentine's Day. He solved the prob¬ 
lem quite ingeniously by making a 
date with both of them, and to top it 
off, he sent them both a heart-shaped 
box of candy. Sounds amazing, 
doesn't it — almost incredible, but 
nevertheless it is true, undenyably, 
indisputably, true. How did he do it, 
you ask? Well, listen my children 
and you shall hear of the midnight 
rendezvous of John Sophomore Re¬ 
vere. 
The success of the plan entailed 
obtaining the cooperation of his pal, 
Scrappy Bones, who accompanied 
him in the enterprise. Each girl was 
to think the other had a date with 
Scrappy, so Johnny Soph told Heddy 
Brunette, who happened to live on the 
same street that Scrappy had a date 
with the Strawberry Blonde, and like¬ 
wise, he told the Blonde that Scrappy 
had a date with the girl up the street. 
It was a little confusing, but the plan 
was basically O.K. because it worked. 
The proof of the pudding, etc. First 
Johnny delivered the candy. Then 
he and Scrappy called for the Straw¬ 
berry Blonde and returned to his own 
home, the three of them riding in the 
front seat. Since Heddy lived up the 
street, Johnny naively suggested they 
all walk up and get her—for the ob¬ 
vious reason that it is against the law 
to ride four in the front seat. For en¬ 
tertainment they played contract 
bridge and drew for partners. When 
(Continued on page 17) 
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HELL WEEK 
ji PANGS OF PAIN FROM 
ij PADDLES OF THE PAST 
ji By HAROLD THOMAS i; 
Those weary looking lads you may have seen sleep¬ 
walking on the campus last Friday and Saturday were 
not war-weary troops just relieved from duty in the Philip¬ 
pines, but were just some poor Til neophytes trying to 
become full-fledged Greeks, or in the language of most 
people, fraternity pledges showing the effect of that well- 
known Hellenic pastime called Hell Week. But to make 
things even more complicated, Hell Week is neither Hell 
nor a week (which everyone knows is seven days). 
Well, if it isn't hell and it isn't week what is it? Good 
question. And that is why we have compiled this little 
journal of what happens in a typical Hell Week. These 
are the printable stories that circulate through the fra¬ 
ternities year after year as the memorable events of Hell 
Weeks gone by. 
Hell Week in most of the houses is about the same. 
The pledges learn the fraternity history and tradition, 
go on quests, have fire drills at odd hours, and play 
such games as "Little Eva", "Coocoo" and "Penny Race". 
Long walks home on the last night (no doubt to save 
rubber tires) are another favorite part. Each house, of 
course, has its own little variations on the main theme. 
The Phi Delts, TKE's and Beta's have convenient venti¬ 
lation tunnels leading from the- front of the houses to 
the basements by which the pledges must enter and 
leave the house at all times. Even such simple things 
as this can cause a little difficulty if you happen to have 
a boy such as the Beta's had when Johnny Shiells was 
a pledge. John was a rotund lad and found the tunnel 
a little hard to navigate as there was not the necessary 
clearance between his diameter and that of the tube. 
The Phi Delts have a different system for testing a 
man's strength. The traditional burnt supper is interest¬ 
ing to watch. Everything is hell-thy but not quite appe¬ 
tizing. The toast is burnt black, the meat is "very" well 
done, and the coffee is prepared several days in advance 
and at the bottom of the cup is found a nice juicy raw 
oyster. At the end of the meal the pledges are more or 
less rewarded with a piece of good pie which they must 
eat, however, with their hands tied behind their backs 
while kneeling. 
Quests usually turn up some amusing cases. Take, 
for instance the TKE pledge who was sent out to fetch 
a tombstone a number of years ago. Faithfully the lad 
brought in a grave marker and deposited it on the front 
lawn of the TKE house. Only trouble was, the next 
morning, the house mother saw the thing and just about 
blew a fuse. The pledge had unwittingly pilfered one 
of her relatives' headstones. 
Or take the case of the two Theta Xi pledges last year 
who were sent out in search of three cuspidores. Re¬ 
sourceful to the last, they worked out an unfailing sys¬ 
tem. Arming themselves with a convenient sized box, 
they nonchalantly paraded into the men's room of a 
downtown office building. If they found it sufficiently 
depopulated, one quickly emptyed the spitoon and 
dumped it into the box while the other guarded the door. 
Then they just as nonchalantly paraded out of the build¬ 
ing and so on to new positions to add to their collec¬ 
tions. 
Of course all pledges aren't quite as fortunate as these 
two, for some have been known to end up in the jug. 
One TKE pledge was sent out to a residential section 
to raise a little bedlam. He was promptly taken in tow 
by the local constabulary. Undaunted, however, he con¬ 
tinued his noise making and so annoyed the blue coated 
gentlemen that he was quickly tossed out of the car. 
Another similar case happened one year when the KA 
actives plotted with the long arm of the law to have 
their unsuspecting little pledges spend the night in the 
hoosegow. This didn't bother them however for they 
did a little unsuspected work on their own hook. Ar¬ 
riving back at the fraternity house the next day they 
were greeted by the supposedly clever actives. Then 
came the call from the chief of police saying that if the 
chief's gold honor badge wasn't returned pretty damn 
quick there'd be another pinch and this time in earnest. 
The Sig Alphs favorite quest is a plow and, coinci¬ 
dence or not, the same plow has showed up for the past 
three years. Seems that there is only one farmer on 
Olive St. Road who will let out his plow, although he 
enjoys cursing the devil out of the boys for waking 
him in the wee small hours of the morning. Last year 
there was quite a collection of materials on the SAE 
front lawn. F'rinstance, one bathtub (reputedly in use 
when obtained) and one huge airplane tire eight feet 
in diameter. (This year it will probably be easier to 
swipe the whole darn plane.) 
The Sig Chis should get some sort of award for origin¬ 
ality. One precocious lad, sent on an errand to find a 
live hen, tossed a missile of granite formation through 
a poultry establishment's plate glass window to procure 
a prize specimen. When news reached the house next 
morning, a business-like active employed at that time 
by the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., thoughtfully went out 
and sold the proprietor a new window. This might be 
called getting two birds with one stone. Next day, the 
chicken, who insisted on dirtying up the fellow's room 
was a guest of honor at a neck-tie party and was found 
dangling from a chandelier with a blue polka dot cravat 
around its neck. 
Live cats seem to be the most diffcult to find. Some 
Theta Xi's after searching vainly for many hours asked 
a cop what he would do. "Only way I know to get one," 
he replied, "is to steal one". An ingenious SAE pledge, 
told to get a fish and a cat also found the cat too tough. 
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However, using brain over brawn, he simply tossed the 
fish out in the back yard and next morning had all the 
cats he could possibly need. 
All the hell doesn't fall to the pledges though as fhe 
actives have quite an ordeal themselves. They receive 
no more sleep than the neophytes and sometimes end 
up on the short end of their own pranks. Take for ex¬ 
ample the Theta Xi who told all the other actives that 
after he had deposited his carload of little pledges way 
out in the middle of nowhere he would meet them all 
at the Black Cat Cafe. The Dumped out pledges with 
supposedly no money and no means of communication 
managed to call one of their parents who made time 
like Barney Oldfield on the way out and broke a few 
speed records on the way in. As the aforementioned 
active arrived back at the Black Cat he was greeted with 
a chorus of "Where in the hell have you been so long?" 
The KA pledges turned a few tables by grabbing an 
active, chaining him down in the bathroom and giving 
him a steam bath. The old boy lost five pounds in 
the deal. Of course, the actives can sometimes be too 
obliging as Hardy Glenn found out. Hardy made the 
mistake of asking an active for a cigarette during Hell 
Week. He ended up smoking eight at the same time, 
with one held in each of the spaces between his fingers. 
Well, it may be sort of crazy, you may get pretty 
darned tired, and you may get a few minor bruises but 
there is no. doubt that it serves a good purpose. For the 
first time the pledges stand together as a group. They 
learn exactly what each of their fellow pledges can be 
counted on to do, exactly what he is worth. As a char¬ 
acter builder and a character revealer it can hardly be 
beat. Few who have gone through it would have missed 
it for the world. And—P. S.—It's not as tough as it 
sounds. 
MUSIC 
By MARY JANE WALDEMER 
It is hardly exaggerating to say that Tschaikowsky is 
the most popular composer of both popular and classical 
music today. This is seen by the fact that the largest 
audience in the history of the Municipal Auditorium 
turned out for the all-Tschaikowsky program by the St. 
Louis Symphony Orchestra on February 1. The main 
attraction of the program was Tschaikowsky's Concerto 
in B minor better known as "the Concerto a mangled 
version of which was Number 1 on the Hit Parade two 
months ago. 
The portion of the audience which had never before 
heard the Concerto in full was evidently pleased with 
the performance, if one is to go by the thundrous ap¬ 
plause received by soloist Moissaye Boguslawski. But 
for those who are very familiar with the work, Mr. Bogus- 
lawski's performance was a great disappointment. The 
Concerto requires lots of power, a big technique, ex¬ 
quisite taste, and dramatic insight. Mr. Boguslawski just 
didn't have what it took. His interpretation was very 
weak, he could barely be heard, he missed notes and 
cues, and didn't seem to have any conception of the 
correct interpretation of this gorgeous and brilliant com¬ 
position. Perhaps it is unfair to compare Mr. Bogus¬ 
lawski's performance of the work with the brilliant and 
romantic interpretations of Horowitz and Rubinstein be¬ 
cause he just isn't in their class. However, it seems a 
shame that with such a large audience the concerto 
wasn't given a brilliant performance. 
On the same program Mr. Golschmann conducted a 
beautiful performance of some excerpts from the "Nut¬ 
cracker Suite" including the exciting Russian Dance and 
the sugary "Waltz of the Flowers". Also on the pro¬ 
gram was Tschaikowsky's fantasia "Francesca de Ribini" 
which, though it has flashes of beauty, also has intermin 
able stretches of boring "William Tellish" storm scenes. 
Donald Dickson, young American baritone who is well 
known to fans of the Charlie McCarthy program, gave a 
very pleasing recital on February 3 under the auspices 
of the Civic Music League. He had beautiful tone qual¬ 
ity in the soft pieces and showed his dramatic ability 
in the Ballade of the Duel from "Myrano de Bergerac" 
by Marlin Henderson Skiles. His group of negro spirituals 
found the audience most responsive because these songs 
had many oportunities for dramatic expression and qual¬ 
ities of warmth and humor. Very effective was the 
Skiles song in which the colored boy says "Don't ask 
me Lawd, an' I won't lie". Mr. Dickson proved himself 
to be well on the woy to becoming a popular and bril¬ 
liant concert artist. He has a beautiful voice and fine 
training; he lacks only the experience which will come 
with years. 
Percy Grainger, who has had to play his "Country 
Gardens" almost as many times as Rachmaninoff has 
had to play his Prelude, will give a piano recital at 
Concordia Seminary Auditorium on February 20. Grainger 
is famous as an exponent of Greig, having been chosen 
by that composer to play the first performance of his con¬ 
certo. For over thirty years Grainger has collected and 
studied folksongs all over the world. He has composed 
many pieces of the folk music type which are played 
universally. Last year he moved to Springfield, Missouri, 
in order to make a study of Ozark folk tunes. His re¬ 
cital ought to be enjoyable and interesting. 
GARN HOLZ CAbany 9367 
BAKERI ES for Lunches Dinners 
and Old Fashioned Baked Goods 
Try Our Homemade Ice Cream 
15 N. MERAMEC 2242 BRENTWOOD BLVD. 
>♦♦♦♦♦♦H 
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SOLDIER OF THE SOVIET 
COMRADE DARLOFF DIGS A GRAVE 
By DAVID HUGHES 
Michael had almost finished digging the hole in the 
clump of trees. It was a bad joke that he should have 
to dig the latrine, a very bad joke. He shrugged his 
shoulders. Everybody had to take their turn, but it should 
have been decided by lot as in the village cell meetings. 
He didn't like the idea of being told to do something like 
that. If they ordered him to attack a German machine 
gun with a grenade, that would be all right, but order¬ 
ing him to dig the latrine was a bad joke. 
A bugle blew. Men began to hurry towards the con¬ 
crete pill-box at the1 top of the hill. Ivan came running 
past the place where Michael was working. 
"Hurry, Comrade, the Germans are coming across the 
plain. They will be here in ten minutes. You can al¬ 
ready see the dust they are raising if you go to the other 
side of the hill." 
"I will be there, Ivan, but first I will finish this excre- 
able work. It will take no time at all, and I don't want 
to dig it again when the fight is over. It will be some¬ 
body else's turn then.” 
"As you wish it, Comrade, but hurry. You are our best 
gun layer. I could aim it if necessary, but you are a 
marksman of the Soviet, and have had special training 
at the Moscow Institute." 
Michael threw out a few more shovelfulls of dirt and 
then climbed out of the hole. He picked up his rifle and 
started up the hill for the anti-tank gun emplacemenet. 
He was one of the key men. He was to aim the forty- 
two millimeter gun. That was what made it worse, that 
he, the chief gun layer, should have to dig the latrine. He 
decided to go around to the other side of the hill and see 
the Germans. 
Michaeel Darloff stood on the forward slope of the 
small hill and looked over the plain. Clouds of dust 
stretched north and south for ten kilos. He could see 
flashes and hear the rumble of guns. Michael knew 
then that he shouldn't have worried about who was going 
to dig the next latrine. The Fifty Third Ukranian Regi¬ 
ment would probably never need another latrine. That 
force of tanks would come right past them and go many 
miles before it was stopped by the depth defenses of 
General Budyonny. The Fifty Third would have to get 
as many Germans as it could before it was snowed 
under. Up ahead he could see dive bombers above the 
Thirty Eighth's emplacements. They looked like mos¬ 
quitos on a summer eve. He could see more dive bomb¬ 
ers coming up, but they didn't stop where the others 
had. They came right on for Michael. He suddenly 
remembered his gas mask. It was still at the latrine. He 
ran down to the clump of trees. A minute later he 
scooped it off the ground and started for the fort. He 
could see Ivan waving at him, but he could not hear 
him through the noise of the planes. Through the general 
droning came a new noise. A motor began to whine and 
then it screamed. Michael threw himself to the ground 
as the plane pulled out with an ear shattering road. A 
moment later there • was an explosion down the hill. 
Michael started up the hill again as a second plane 
raised its voice and came down at the fort. There was 
a whizzing noise followed by a tremendous blast. Michael 
was thrown on his back. He got up and started for the 
fort again. He looked up as the third plane came down. 
A Stuka, he recognized it from the charts in the sleep¬ 
ing room. The sound of the motor rose as the plane 
came, straight for Michael. Michael stood rooted to the 
spot. He couldn't move. Machine gun bullets ripped 
the earth three meters away. Something clicked in his 
head. He ran screaming down the hill. A second later 
he was thrown to the earth, and a shower of dirt covered 
him up. He pulled himself out the the debris and started 
down the path again. Just as he was passing the clump 
of trees he heard the scream of a diving plane. With all 
his remaining energy he made for the latrine. Michael 
crouched in the hole and sobbed. 
The bombing continued for half an hour. Then the 
planes left as suddenly as they had come. Everything 
was quiet. Cautiously Michael looked up. A tree had 
fallen over the latrine in such a way as to give it perfect 
cover without obstructing his vision. He turned slowly 
toward the hill top. A scene of terrible restruction met 
his eyes. There was not a tree left standing on the 
hill, nor was there much grass in sight. Everything 
was yellow brown earth pocked with huge blackened 
craters. The pill box had been split down the center. 
The half with the gun port leaned away from the other 
half. There was no sign of life. Michael felt sick. His 
brother soldiers had all been killed on duty while he 
crouched in a latrine, sobbing. It was fitting that he should 
be in a latrine. That was where he belonged. A soldier 
of the Soviet deserting while the fate of Russia was at 
stake belonged in such a place. 
A new sound came to his ears. He recognized it from 
being on maneuvers, the clanking and grinding of the 
panzer units. He could not see them, but he knew they 
were just over the hill. 
The first one, a medium tank, came into view just 
above where he was hiding. It was moving very cau¬ 
tiously and its turret turned slowly back and forth sur¬ 
veying the situation. More came in sight up and down 
the hill. They were travelling in line abreast so that 
an AT gun would have to take them on all at the same 
time. Michael wished he could get to the forty-two milli¬ 
meter. He could do a lot of damage before he was 
killed. It would only start repaying his comrades who 
had died under that vicious bombardmenet. 
A shot rang out. The. first tank spun on its treads 
and started up the hill. Shells from the pill box plunged 
into it like flaming oranges. The left tread came off and 
the tank turned half way around and stopped. The 
top hatch flew open and a charred -figure climbed out. 
A shell took its head and shoulders away. The fire 
shifted to the other tanks who were also charging the 
reincarnated fort. There was the steady bang, bang, bang 
of the forty-two millimeter firing from the gun port and 
the sharper and more frequent cracks of the twenty- 
eight firing from the big lateral crack in the concrete. 
Two more tanks stopped, both on fire. A fourth rceived 
a hit on its turret. The rest of the tanks turned and start¬ 
ed down the hill firing backwards. Then, before Michael 
got over his initial amazement, everything was quiet 
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again. How his comrades had withstood that bombing he 
would never understand. 
Ten minutes later a shell screamed over his head and 
exploded beyond the pill box. The next shell landed 
just in front of the fort. A stream of shells followed it, 
churning the top of the hill into a hell of smoke and 
flame and flying earth. Soon Michael could not see the 
top of the hill. It was surrounded with smoke through 
which orange flashes could be seen. The bombardment 
continued for fifteen minutes. Michael could hardly see 
his hands, there was so much smoke. Slowly the smoke 
cleared away. 
Through the thinning mists he could see dim figures 
dodging from one crater to another. Three German sol¬ 
diers were coming up under cover of the smoke to finish 
off the fort. The Nazis were not going to waste any 
more tanks if they could help it. Michael admired the 
three soldiers. They were better men than he. He had 
been afraid. Everyone knows the Germans were terrible 
fighters. It was almost like being afraid of the Italians. 
Of course, the three men going up the hill were fearless 
enough, but they probably were exceptions. If they did 
not get to the top, the German army would have to spend 
more time and money to make sure of the pillbox. 
Michael picked up his rifle. He opened the breech and 
inspected the barrel. It was clean. He closed the breech 
and slipped a clip in. The smoke had almost cleared 
away by now, and he could see the three looking over 
a pile of dirt at what had been the pill box. He would 
have to get all three before they could reach cover. 
He caught the left one in his sights and squeezed the 
trigger. The man got up and grabbed his stomach as 
Michael framed the middle one in his sights. He squeezed 
the trigger. The second man jumped as the first one fell 
in a heap. Michael put the bead on the third and 
squeezed again. The man never moved. He held the 
same position from then on. The middle soldier tried to 
crawl over the edge of the pile of dirt. Michael shot 
again. Silence followed. 
Within the minute shells began to come again. This 
time they did not concentrate on the top of the hill. Michael 
crouched low in the hole. Shells whined and exploded. 
Bits of rock and mud fell into the hole. For almost half 
an hour the shelling continued. Once more silence reigned 
supreme. Michael peeked cautiously out of the latrine. 
Even as he did so he heard the sound. Another shell 
was coming. This time it didn't whine, but made a very 
flat whizzing sound. He knew it would be close. The 
earth exploded in his face. A sudden pain stabbed his 
arm. Something hit his head. Everything faded and 
went black. 
When he came to it was night. The air was cool and 
still. Somewhere not far away he heard voices which 
he could not understand. He felt his head with his right 
Gamma Phi: "Is my face dirty, or is it my imagination?" 
SAE: "Your face is clean; I don't know about your 
imagination." —Scripts 'n' Pranks. 
There once was a man not unique 
Who imagined himself quite a shique, 
But the girls didn't fall 
For the fellow at all— 
He only made twenty a wique. 
—Wisconsin Otopus. 
hand. It was all right except for a femdll cut on one 
cheek and a lump over his eye. When he tried to move 
his left arm, he almost shrieked with the pain. He felt 
his shoulder. His hand came away sticky with blood. 
Michael vomited. He must have caught a splinter in 
his upper arm. His legs were so covered with dirt that 
he could not move. He was too weak to do anything 
about it. All he could do was sit and think. 
The thoughts of the battle came slowly back to him; 
the cracked pill box and the three soldiers. He should 
have been in that pill box at the sights of the forty-two. 
He should have acted like a soldier, not like a frightened 
rabbit. Maybe if he had been at the sights instead of 
Ivan, or whoever else took over, they would have gotten 
a few more tanks. Michael sighed. There was no sense 
in crying over spilt milk, and anyway he had shot those 
three soldiers. 
He heard footsteps nearby, and two men walked close 
to him speaking a foreign tongue. Well, at least he could 
get two more before he died. Michael began scooping 
the earth off his legs with his good hand. It took longer 
than he expected. By the time he was able to get up 
they were far away, and anyway he couldn't get out, 
because there was a large tree trunk over the top of the 
hole. . He began digging with his bayonet to enlarge the 
hole between the tree and the ground. Finally he man¬ 
aged to pull himself out. He nearly lost consciousness 
again; slowly he looked up. 
Not fifty meters away was an open tent with a bright 
lantern in it. Seated around a table were ten men in 
officers' uniforms. Michael reached for his rifle. He aimed 
at the officer with the most ribbons. It was pretty hard 
to do with one arm. He pulled the trigger, but nothing 
happened. Michael swore and pulled on the breech 
lock. It would not move. He dropped it and began un¬ 
hooking the grenades from his belt. With his good arm 
he pulled the bad arm over in such a way as to form 
a cradle for three grenades. He hooked the left hand 
in his belt. 
With one grenade in his right hand he started for the 
tent. After a few steps he heard a shout. He threw the 
grenade but it fell short. He began running for the tent. 
There was more shouting and the while of bullets. The 
officers in the tent were shooting at him now. A slug 
hit him in the left shoulder and turned him completely 
around. He dropped two grenades. He caught a bullet 
in the cheek. He spat blood and teeth. He could just 
barely pull the pin with his teeth. He was hit in the 
back. As he went down he tossed the missle into the 
tent. 
They buried Michael Darloff in his latrine, but a military 
band played the slow march at the funeral of the staff 
officers of the Tenth Bavarian Division. 
"Where was the American section in Paris?” 
"The first ten rows at the Folies Bergeres." 
—Pup. 
Now my heart belongs to Daddy, 
And daddy is away 
Until the War is over, 
I'm here at home to stay. 
—Froth. 
Pi Phi: "I'm so discouraged, everything I do seems to 
be wrong." 
Beta: "Hmmm, what are you doing tonight, lovely?" 
—Red Cap. 
■H 
FIRST COLUMN—Tri Delts, Larry Lynn with a Tri Delt, Marilou Marsh and 
Janice Lee Hiltz. LAST COLUMN—Maribeth and Hardy, Patty looking amazed at 
Paul Fullerton, Pat Wolf pouring it on to Jack Stephens, The Alpha Chi Twins with 
a Teke twin, Janice Lee Hiltz. 
























Once more, the lovely day is approaching! The rustle 
of the lacy-edged hearts is close at our door, begging a 
romantic entrance! Valentine's Day. What a tremor it 
makes in the hearts of all the shy and blushing damsels, 
and what manly pride is felt by the youths of our time 
when they thrust a present into their beloved's hands, 
and timidly turn away. Valentine's Day! 
Seriously, though, and down to our 1942 standards, it 
is a lovely day to celebrate. Although it's not on the 
calendar, it seems better than all the other holidays, be¬ 
cause it's designated for lovers . . . and what is more 
exciting than love? Especially as seen on our campus. 
One thinks of Margie Jo and Forest, or Alice Jane and 
Rex, and closer to home, one thinks of Gordie-pie. Lovely 
visions of dandelions and new saddle-oxfords are whisked 
into our minds. Ah, Spring—on its way at least! Valen¬ 
tine's Day heralds it in, with a lovely and soothing voice. 
But who started this chivalric display of love? What 
great soul was prompted to send a little message—"Wilt 
thou be mine?" to a lovely maiden, who no doubt re¬ 
turned the token with a kiss. Little did he know how 
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this custom was to be followed all the way down the 
•ages into our present day. Little did he foresee our quad 
shop with its quaint hints—"Remember HER on VALEN¬ 
TINE'S DAY” of Busy Bee's "VALENTINE'S DAY CHOCO¬ 
LATES—Get HER a Box". Ah, yes, love is grand. 
Historic references tell us that it began with the Ro¬ 
mans. Large feasts were given to celebrate Lupercious, 
the wolf-killer. Young men and women of the time drew 
lots to see who would be together at these feasts. Later, 
there was an actual Saint Valentine who lived about 270. 
He was noted for giving greetings every spring to all 
his friends, and especially to the children. Baileys Dic¬ 
tionary which was printed in England years later, ac¬ 
counts for this custom by pointing out that this was the 
time of year that birds were mating, and that men, too, 
were seeking their loved one. 
Valentines became so important, that in 1415, Charles, 
Duke of Orleans, having been taken prisoner in the battle 
of Aginocurt, spent much of his time composing them. 
Later, The Complete Writer was printed in London, and 
As this custom grew, it became the habit for people 
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by Genievieve Stewart and Katherine King 
contained appropriate verses for butchers, bakers, lawyer, 
to send gifts to one another. The choosing was still by 
lot. We learn from Samuel Pepys' Diary that these gifts 
were quite extravagant. He mentions that on Valentine's 
Day, a certain duke gave a Miss Stuart a jewel worth 
$4000, and the next year, a young gentleman bestowed 
upon her, a ring worth $1500. Those, less wealthy, gave 
less expensive presents but they were just as heart-felt. 
In some places the suitor would fasten his Valentine to 
an orange or apple, and throw it through an open win¬ 
dow. Also there were superstitions that came about. In 
the eighteenth century it was thought, that one who pinned 
a leaf to each corner of her pillow and dreamed that 
night of her lover, would surely marry him before the 
year was finished. On the other hand, if you boiled an 
egg, removed the yolk, filled the cavity with salt, and 
then ate this, shell and all, without speaking, or drinking 
afterwards for a whole day, your dreams would have a 
better chance of coming true. 
We're afraid that this lovely custom of sending Valen¬ 
tines has been decreasing a little in the last few years. 
We can remember as children getting countless Valen¬ 
tines from all our little playmates in the neighborhood. 
Some of these were even malicious in their content. It 
became quite a cherished position to be the one in the 
room who got more Valentines than anyone else. This 
took endless recountings to get the exact scores, and to 
see that no one was cheating. And at the end of a happy 
school day, one went home, clutching tightly these re¬ 
membrances, and praying that next year there would be 
more. Nowadays, one gets a present from one's best 
beau, and maybe a Valentine or two from a hopeful, but 
timid aspirant. But it seems that we are relinquishing 
the custom, as a whole, to the younger generation. This 
seems indeed a pity. What has happened to us? Are 
we afraid to have sentiment? Has the business like world 
of 1942 left us with no emotion? Whither has our feeling 
flown? Begone grimy typewriters, and offices, and busy 
streets! Begone with the inhumanity of life! Open thy 
door, or brother heart. Let pour forth thy spirit of love! 
Take up again the old custom. Keep the bright saying—■ 
"WILT THOU BE MINE?" Forever and Forever. Ah, Love! 
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SPUN SUGAR 
THE vixen rules the foxes 
By SUE MASON 
Christine was such a fragile little thing—almost, her 
father used to say, like one of those Dresden china shep¬ 
herdesses, breakable and delicate, done in pastels. 
"Meant to be put on a mantel and looked at," he would 
tease, and she would shake her small head soberly at 
his foolishness. She had the pale gold hair and blue 
eyes that are trite in fairy-tales but were somehow just 
right on her. And she was so small; her three brothers 
towered above her. No one in the family ever shortened 
her name to "Chris"; that someewhat boyish nickname 
never would have done at all. Her brothers all called 
her "Tina”, or, more often, "little one"; and to her father 
she was always "baby". 
"Does my little girl want a new dress?" he would 
ask, as she perched herself upon his knee. "You're 
getting to be awfully expensive these days!” And Chris¬ 
tine would pout prettily and tweak his nose like a char¬ 
acter in a Dickens novel, and finally scamper off with 
a sheaf of greenbacks clutched in a surprisingly firm 
grip. On such occasions her father was apt to murmur, 
a little sadly, "My baby's growing up!" and to his sons, 
"Boys, if anything happens to me, don't let Christine suf¬ 
fer. It's true she's the oldest child, but she's such a help¬ 
less little thing. When her mother died, I swore I'd take 
the best care of her in my power; and I want you to 
promise me the same thing." 
No one, not even Christine's father, dreamed the time 
would be so close; but the night of the accident, when 
a mysterious impersonal voice called long-distance to 
notify Christine of her father's death in an airplane crash, 
the boys remembered their promise. They forgot a part 
of their own grief in comforting their sister, and above 
her shaking head their eyes met in firmness. "Don't 
worry, honey," comforted John. "We'll be together, the 
four of us, and you can keep house for us." 
That, then, was the way it had been. None of them 
had regretted it, not Christine, certainly, and by no means 
John, Bill, or Bob. They were inclined to boast to their, 
friends about Christine's management of their small 
home; there was nothing fragile in the sturdy oak and 
bright chintzes with which she furnished it, and her 
cooking was superb. "Our little housekeeper," they 
called her, and brought flowers and candy, books and 
trinkets almost nightly. On her part, she quit college 
after two years and devoted herself entirely to making 
what she called "a real home” for "her boys". There 
were men, of course, who came to the little house for 
dates with Christine; there were, after awhile, one or two 
who asked her to marry them. But she refused them 
gently. "I just couldn't," she would say, with her pretty 
placating smile. "I have a. job to do here." And her 
brothers would wonder anew at this delicate miniature 
that was their sister. Was ever any girl as marvelous? 
As for the boys, it seemed natural that they should be 
interested in girls only casually. With Christine such a 
shining model of womanhood, how could it be otherwise? 
So life went on unhurriedly for the four of them, the 
three brothers working to make life pleasant for their 
pretty little sister and she accepting graciously her right¬ 
ful place as ruler of their small world. 
Until, that is, something happened. The something was 
that Bob fell in love—he told it to Christine one evening, 
sitting at her feet on a cushion, as was his habit. She 
opened her eyes wide as she looked at, him. "My big 
brother." She said it a little sourly, Bob thought, but she 
went on quickly; "What's she like, Bobby? Is she nice? 
Is she pretty? When will I meet her, dear?" She was 
all bright gaiety and eagerness, her hands fluttering in 
her helpless, childlike way. Her brother put his arm 
around her protectively. "I asked her to tea tomorrow," 
he said. "Specially to meet you, little one. Oh, you'll 
like her, Tina; she's a grand girl. Smart, too, and as 
pretty as a picture. Just wait and see. You're going to 
like her a lot. At least, I hope you do, honey, because 
I want your approval—" he laughed happily. "Couldn't 
do anything without my little sister's o. k." 
The girl Bob brought home the next day was what 
Christine had expected; tall, almost as tall as Bob, with 
short dark hair and a face more clever than pretty. The 
executive type, thought Christine, bracing herself for the 
meeting. In her pale pink skirt and fluffy angora sweater 
she looked like a pretty child; a small brave child about to 
face an ordeal. 
"Christine, honey, this is Ann Sommers," said Bob. 
"Ann, this is my baby sister. Say, you two don't mind 
if I run along and leave you alone, do you? You'll get 
to know each other better that way, anyhow. See you 
later." 
"What a lovely house," Ann said in her pleasant voice, 
sinking down into John's Morris chair. "Bob has told 
me so much about how you've worked to make it so 
beautiful. I've been anxious to see it." 
"Yes," said Christine gently. "I have worked hard; we 
all have—but it's been such fun. They've taken such 
good care of me, and we've all been so close to one an¬ 
other. Especially Bobby and I, Miss Sommers." 
"I know," Ann smiled. "He's very fond of you. Though 
you're not a thing alike, are you?" 
Christine's tiny form stiffened slightly. "Perhaps not 
outwardly, no. But our minds are alike, Miss Sommers. 
Bobby and I understand each other perfectly." She 
smiled shyly at her visitor, suddenly a grown-up hostess 
no longer, but a little girl. "You see, when my father 
died," (she swallowed as if to choke back tears, but went 
bravely on) "the boys promised always to look after me. 
It was Daddy's last wish. Bobby especially has always 
been so dear, so sweet. I've always been—well—-sort 
of his ideal, Miss Sommers, if you know what I mean; 
he's looked up to me so, and I've tried to be the sort of 
girl I'd want him to choose—for himself, you know." 
"Oh!" said Ann Sommeers. 
"Yes. And so you see, I was particularly anxious to 
meet you. I believe Bobby really loves you. May I 
ask—do you feel the same way about him?" 
"I—Yes,” said Ann Sommers. "Yes, I do." 
"You're a lucky girl, Miss Sommers," said Christine 
roughishly. "But its going to be a huge task, being 
Bobby's wife. He's such a particular boy; he likes every- 
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thing just so. I'm so glad you're to live on here alter 
your're married; then I can teach you the way he likes 
things managed. Sort of break you in, you know!" She 
laughed gaily. 
"Why—" Ann Sommers was faintly embarrassed. "I 
don't remember—Bob and I haven't discussed where we're 
to live yet; but I imagined—" 
"Oh, you must live here, Miss Sommers. I'm sure that's 
what Bobby takes for granted. You see he promised to 
look after me; and Bobby is the sort of boy who—Well, 
anything else is incidental in his life. Do you see what 
I mean?" 
"I'm not quite sure," said Ann Sommers with a little 
laugh. "Do you mean that getting married and having 
his own home can be incidental in a man's life?" 
"To my brother, yes." Christine's small head went 
up proudly. "But my goodness, there's room for the three 
of us, isn't there? I'll gradually take my place in the 
background as you learn how to manage, and—" 
"My dear," said Ann amusedly, "isn't it possible that 
as the years pass you yourself may want to desert and 
marry?" 
"I?" Christine smiled sadly. "Miss Sommers, I've said 
'No' several times and I shall keep on saying it." She 
smiled again, her sweet shy little-girl smile. "I have a 
job to do here, taking care of my boys." 
"Well," sighed Ann, "it's a little early to talk of where 
we'll live, but I imagine Bob will agree that a small 
apartment, close to his work—It would be so much easier 
for you, and of course, the other two boys would be 
here." 
Christine stood up, her small body stiff with indigna¬ 
tion. "Miss Sommers, if you marry my brother, I'm sure 
you'll want to do what he wants to do—and it's quite 
Remember Your Valentine — 
With a Small Gift From 
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obvious that he will want to live here. As he always 
has." 
Ann rose also. "It's been so nice meeting you," she 
said. "I don't believe I'll have tea, thanks, or wait for 
Bob to drive me home; I'm in rather a hurry. If you'll 
just tell him to call me tonight? Thanks so much. 
Christine watched her go down the walk, tall and 
slender; and her soft mouth curled distastefully. Then 
her eyes misted with sudden tears as her brother came in, 
and she dabbed at them with her tiny handkerchief. "Why, 
honey," he said, "What on earth's wrong? Where's Ann? 
Tell Bobby, Tina?" 
And so, between sobs, her small gold head on his 
shoulder, she told him. The other brothers drifted in to 
listen. "She was so hateful to me, Bobby," she wailed. 
"And I tried so hard, for your sake. She told me—she 
said she'd take you away and you'd live in a small 
apartment—but what she meant was, anywhere away 
from me. Oh, Bobby, Bobby, you can't marry a girl 
like that!" 
"I should say not," John soothed her. "The idea of 
you letting a girl talk that way to Tina, Bob! You 
ought to be ashamed." 
"But there! I'm sorry, dears," Christine straightened and 
wiped her eyes. "She's Bobby's choice; and I know 
that in time—perhaps if I try, if we all try—She told me 
to have you call her, Bobby." 
"Call her!" Bob patted his sister's shoulder. "I should 
say not! Told you, did she? Already ordering my little 
sister around! Don't worry, little one—you'll always be 
mistress in this house!" 
Christine reached up and put her arms around the 
shoulders of her three brothers. She stood on tiptoe and 
smiled at them gallantly through the traces of her tears. 
"Well, what would my boys like for dinner tonight?" she 
asked gaily. "Apple pie?" 
Dear Dad; 
Have decided to go to your old Fraternity. The boys 
aren't so hot, but they have plans all made for a new 




Glad you like my Fraternity. Grandfather drew those 
plans when he was in the chapter there, so you can be 





of Bowling Alleys 
"WE NEVER CLOSE” 
TOP TWO PICTURES—Larry and Jo-Ellen Kidd, Gen Stewart and Gordon 
Gilbert. SECOND ROW—Euny and Henske with his best profile, Nancy Sue McCon¬ 
nell with military escort, The two Texas kids, Sprague and Cartwright. THIRD ROW 
—Margie Kammerer and Red Jolley, Dean and Mrs. W. D. Shipton. BOTTOM ROW_ 
Devine frowning at Nancy Roeder, John Coombs and Maize. OUTSIDE COLUMN— 
Dottye Scheue and Doug Proctor, Steve Littlefield and Jean Raith, Jack Tracy and 
Betty Underwood. 
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BETWEEN BELLE 
WIRES CROSSED AND UNCROSSED 
Well, back to the grind of second semester . . . the 
grind of gossip and studies . . . mostly gossip and what's 
behind the news. The usual pinning routine has slowed 
up a bit, with Betty Stevens and Cliff Vernardi, the only 
couple to be taken out of circulation since the last issue. 
Thank heavens Cliff finally invested in a pin and put it 
on "Steve" a few days later. Sorry, but we really weren't 
surprised about it in the least. The only one surprised 
was Cliff, himself, who, by the way, lost a cool ten dol¬ 
lars to brother Glenn. Another pinning is that of Court¬ 
ney Heineman and Marguerite Wiederholdt . . . but that 
really doesn't count as far as the circulation matter counts 
. . . they've been going steady for months. 
We've heard that every girl must have her fling . . . 
Wini Byran seems to be the girl of the moment, for, with 
Dave Horner tucked safely away at Illinois, Wini's being 
kept busy here by Ted Lewis, who by the way, was re¬ 
sponsible for the three corsages Wini received in three 
consecutive days, which were, they swear, only to keep 
up her morale during finals. Well, then, girls, here's to 
bigger and better morale. 
. The Delta Gamma's new Transfer from Mizzou is plenty 
cute. Marcia Dudley has created a small storm, so far, 
in every class room she's entered. Be on the look-out, 
boys. 
War is a pretty serious business . . . the male situation 
getting worse every day. Trudy Griese, D.G., is about 
the .only happy girl these days. Verne Purvines is home 
from the Navy Air Corps . . . that is till the army gets 
him. The Pi Mu's declare the situation is "simply Awful". 
Dotty Witt's "love" was transferred from Aberdeen, Mary¬ 
land to Texas . . . but that's no help at all. Virginia 
Becker's football hero was drafted the day before the 
dance. Dotty Gaebler is knitting for the Army ... a 
special sweater for a special soldier, Leonard Siebels. 
Jo Ellen Kidd spends most of her time either writing 
letters to Rolla or going there on week-ends. The reason 
is Larry Stewart. A big affair. 
It seems to us that the prize topic of gossip to be ignored 
is that of the Johanning-Stone combination. How can we 
be expected to keep up to date on such an affair. After 
all, we're only human. Another slightly preplexing 
thought is "why can't personality boy Johnny Raines, 
make up his mind? One time it's Tink Kramer, then 
someone else, then Tink again. Is it his pan-hel spirit 
or could that "dirty deal" of the Christmas holidays have 
something to do with it? 
Gracie Dellert and Bob Kilker seem to make a very 
happy pair, but we hear that Jimmy Rogers fits into the 
picture somehow, but where we don't know. 
Who's the certain someone that caused Ed Elzemeyer's 
perturbed state of mind the other night at Graham's . . . 
We'll give you a hint. The initials are N.N. 
Betty Rasbach and Jane Trampe are "the girls they left 
behind them." Both Charlie Bland and Jack Bruninga are 
in California, serving the U.S. in the Coast Artillery and 
Air Corps. 
Jordon Singleton seems to have gotten the inner edge 
in the Bubb-Netherland-Singleton affair. Frank is getting 
even by not wearing the sweater Anne knitted for him 
... tsk, tsk. 
And why do you suppose that Patty Mansfield's new 
theme song is "Billy"? 
Not long ago Louise Hilmer decided to go see Johnny 
Murrell at Lambert-Field, so in a moment of generosity, 
Louise decided to tell Johnny's mother and relay any 
message for them. Imagine Johnny's surprise when 
Louise (and Johnny's whole family) greeted him. What a 
date!! 
A few budding romances . . . Janet Dixon and George 
Strief, Bob Decker and Inky Hartleb. The Stupp-Kohl com¬ 
bination seems to be blossoming and the Rider-Meletio 
affair is in full bloom. 
Barbara Wright seems to have taken the problem of the 
Hamess-Neher-Snyderman triangle very much to heart, 
and she's settling it by taking Harness herself. 
Terry Kurrus, Beta, is on the market for a new "love". 
He was even considering putting a "Want Ad" in the 
paper. We doubt if the blonde Apollo, however, will 
have any trouble finding "The Girl”. 
Shirley Settle took Johnny Lewis' pin before finals to 
give her good luck. She must have liked the effect. She's 
still wearing it. 
Why did . Harvey White quit school to go to California 
... It certainly couldn't be for the climate. 
November, 1941—Evie Marx, Gamma Phi, true to the 
army. 
December, 1941—Bob Ahern, S.N., arrives on the scene. 
"Just Friends." 
January, 1942—Evie still true to the Army (???). 
February, 1942—Ahern and Marx harmonizing to the tune 
of "I only want a sweetheart not a buddy." 
And then there's the certain party who sincerely hopes 
Frank St. Cyr will enjoy his Quart to the utmost. 
May Ruester and Louise Hilmer have found the Navy 
Air Corps too much competition for them. As per Lin¬ 
coln's birthday, they're back on the loose. 
What s happened to that promising little twosome, Mary 
Ann Neher and Sandy Snyderman. Here we thought 
everything was looking rosy, when Mary Ann showed up 
at the Kappa dance with another man . . . horrors. 
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Dee Dee Naylor isn't satisfied with the St. Louis weather. 
She's up at Dartmouth again, skiing with Ed Spiegal. 
Mrs. Dave Fulgraf, nee Rody Pistor, really surprised the 
campus by her marriage last Saturday . . . Johnny Spaf- 
ford is now dating Dean Maize and trying to break up 
the Maize-Lewis combination. 
Shirley Parks looks like a major-general now-a-days the 
way she struts around with all of Jim McKleercken's army 
doo-dags hanging on her coat. 
Betty Lou Capen was so impressed by the way Irv 
Obermark told her about the great ordeal of finals and 
how to survive them, that when the gruesome things were 
all over . . . she took his football medal . . . and has been 
wearing it ever since. 
Mittie Jane Sloan and Frank Grindler . . . royalty in 
love. 
Jeanne Martin and Kenny Thomason, K.A., cut their 
art labs weekly just to be with each other. As if Love 
ain't an Art. 
Jean Bradshaw and Tom Pashos still going together in 
their own quiet way. 
The Phi Delt glamour boy, Chuck Stewart, must have 
broken the hearts of many W. U. girls when he recently 
pinned an off-campus girl. However, girls, there's more 
glamour in the same house ... be on the watch for those 
two new blondes . . . Phi Delt Transfers . . . Charlie Gris¬ 
ham and Jimmy Brigham. 
We'll patch your broken romances; we'll keep secrets 
out of this column for a nominal fee. (Juicy secrets, 10c 
. . . little secrets, 5c.) Want a blind date? Just let us 
know. Call us "Available Jones." 
Platte ft (J latte ft 
The other day we dropped in to see Mary Jane Mon- 
nig at AS YOU LIKE IT. There was plenty doing there, 
too, what with exams at every school in town and be¬ 
tween semesters vacations that brought even the Eastern¬ 
ers home. She was having quite a whirl over some of 
the new records, too. It seems that James is blowing his 
way to new fame since You Made Me Love You. Most 
of his records are without vocals, but that trumpet sings 
all the way through. Just listen to My Melancholy Baby 
and his Blues in the Night. Speaking of those nocturnal 
blues that's still a hard record to find, but catch on to 
Woody Herman's when you can find it. Both Woody 
and the band stand out on that and they have a sweet 
arrangement of This Time the Dream's on Me on the other 
side. Woody's vocal with ensemble background. 
Smooooooth. Another of that sort is his la de da Tis 
Autumn. 
Freddie Slack has picked up Ray McKinley and left 
Bradley to make a few warmed over platters for Decca. 
That Place Down the Road a Piece is the ghost of Bradley's 
same name with Pinetop's Boogie Woogie for a second— 
but good—steal. Did you hear Pig Foot Pete in the Fleet's 
In? That hints of Beat Me Daddy or we don't know our 
eight beat. 
Our friend Spivack is still doing a super sweet job on 
This Is No Laughing Matter and I Surrender Dear, so 
we'll let him have the syrup business and look around 
for Krupa and B. Goodman in the swing section. Namely, 
Ball of Fire not flaming but solid—for Gene—and Clarinet 
a la King and That Did It Marie for Benny. 
Basie carries on with Coming Out Party and Platterbrains. 
Jazz lovers haven't a big berth among the new records. 
Ellington steals Take the Train from himself and makes 
Chelsea Bridge. Another of the Duke's is Five O'Clock 
Drag. 
We're watching Miller carry on in his new stride. His 
comeback is sensational because it includes those super 
discs: Everything I Love, Humpty Dumpty Heart, White 
Cliffs and swings on with a String of Pearls. His newest 
is President's Birthday Ball, which rocks along nicely 
backed by a choir version of Angels of Mercy. We be¬ 
lieve he made a choir by adding Tex Benecke to the 
Modernaires. 
Decca has two new bands that Mary Jane says to 
watch. One is Lucky Millinder who made Krupa fade 
out with his version of Let Me Off Uptown. The other—- 
well, you can be sure it's Stan Kenton. He swings two 
little rhumba numbas Adios and Taboo and does right 
well by This Love of Mine. 
For a bit of pre-record news she reminds us that Charlie 
Fisk (remember him at Mizzou?) has been signed by 
R.C.A. and is well on the road to glory. He's supposed to 
be "sweeter than Spivack and hotter than James." 
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THE TOWERS AND THE TOWN 
(Continued irom page 4) 
it became time to leave, the four of 
them walked Heddy home, returned to 
the car and the three of them rode to 
the home of the Strawberry Blonde. 
How do we know it worked? Well, 
shortly afterwards Johnny received 
drag bids from both the gals. 
(Editor's Note—Eliot does not guar¬ 
antee that this will work, for there is 
always the possibility that Heddy 
may thank you for her box of candy 
in front of the Strawberry Blonde. If 
she does, brother, you're sunk, so if 
you decide to try this plan come Sat¬ 
urday night, be sure to keep the con¬ 
versation away from Heart-shaped 
boxes of candy.) 
A PARABLE 
Once on a time in merry England, 
in the days of Robin Hood, there dwelt 
a king who loved his subjects and 
also the deer of his forest. To protect 
the latter from the former a law was 
passed which decreed the death 
penalty to any person who harmed 
his deer. Now there was a young 
yeoman who lacked bread for his 
family, and rather than see them 
starve or steal from others who were 
little better off, this yeoman took his 
bow and arrow and slew the king's 
deer. He was, of course, apprehend¬ 
ed by the Sheriff and brought to trial. 
The jury wept when they heard his 
case and asked the judge could they 
set him free. The judge consulted 
his superiors, who advised him that 
the decision must be made by the 
judge according to the law, and that 
if he permitted the jury to set the man 
free, he would have to bear the re¬ 
sponsibility should the king be angry. 
The judge was a kind man, so were 
the superiors, the King, and the jury. 
Everyone agreed that this was a case 
for executive clemency, but before 
anyone got around to doing anything 
about it, the yeoman was hung by 
his neck from a rope on the gallows, 
because he had made a mistake 
which the authorities were willing to 
forgive, but for which none were will¬ 
ing to take the responsibility. 
We think this parable is especially 
applicable to the case of a certain 
freshman. 
Usually, when a student fails in an 
examination, there is no chance for 
him to take the exam over. However, 
the extenuating circumstances were 
such in this case that both the pro¬ 
fessor, the head of the department, 
and the dean agreed that the student 
should be given another chance. Yet, 
since no one took the responsibility, 
the student got an F, lost his scholar¬ 
ship, and had to leave school. 
EX-ELIOT EDITOR 
Clark Mills McBurney, a former Edi¬ 
tor of Eliot and a graduate of Wash¬ 
ington University, has recently had 
three books of verse published. The 
Migrants, A Suite for France, and A 
Drunken Boat. His verse, published 
under the name of Clark Mills, has 
been appearing for two years in the 
best magazines and received high 
critical praise. The Migrants has an 
introduction by Jules Romains, one of 
the most important modern French 
Novelists. It is dedicated to Tennes¬ 
see Williams, who also is a former 
W. U. student turned play-wright. 
McBurney is now a Professor of 
Romance Languages at Cornell. 
A hot spell story that we like is 
about a girl who went swimming in 
a secluded mill pond. Along came a 
little boy who began to amuse himself 
by tying knots in her clothes. She 
floundered around, found an old 
washtub, held it up in front of herself 
and marched toward the little boy, 
saying: 
"You little brat, do you know what 
I'm thinking?" 
"Sure," said the little brat, "You 
think that tub has a bottom in it." 
§♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦[§ 
Buy One in the Quad Shop 
A BICYCLE BUILT 
"FOR PHEW" 
but Pete’s out of the dog house now! 
WHEN PETE LIT HIS PIPE, pool 
Patsy got dizzy. “Listen to me,my 
love!” said she. “You stop and get 
some mild tobacco that smells 
good or else!” 
THE HAPPY ENDING! Pete got 
himself some Sir Walter Raleigh, 
that mild, mellow blend of fine 
hurleys. And all was kopasetic! 
Try this brand of grand aroma. 
Tune in UNCLE WALTER’S DOG HOUSE 
Every Friday night—NBC Red Network 
Prizes for your “Dog Flouse” experience 
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BIG TIME 
By BILL HERBERT 
"I see," observed the senior irom the depths of a red 
plush seat in the fraternity house, "that we're going to 
have .a new athletic administration at Washington now— 
we're going to be big time." 
"Saw it," eagerly chimed in the bright-eyed freshman. 
"Now, I guess, we'll start playing Big Ten schools in 
football and building concrete stadiums, and—" 
"And having our children paying the bond notes on 
it with their activity books," interrupted the senior, yawn¬ 
ing. 
He yawned again. 
The bright-eyed freshman looked at him with the eyes 
of a man betrayed. 
"Say, where's your school spirit? I guess you want 
us to keep playing these punks we played last year. 
Why, we didn't even have a good homecoming bonfire 
this fall. Why we—" 
"We—we?” asked the senior as he knocked his pipe 
against the sofa legs, "what do we—you and I—have 
to do with it?" 
"With what?" 
"By going out and cheering for the team at the foot¬ 
ball and basketball games," retaliated the bright-eyed 
freshman. 
"By paying $5.10 for our activity books," the sober- 
minded senior corrected him. And you—why, you can't 
even call it a cheap date—going to the game, I mean, 
because the University doesn't allow freshmen to take 
dates to the football games." 
"Well," persisted the B. E. F., that's just a * * ' at¬ 
titude." 
"The University's?" the sober-minded senior wanted 
to know. 
"Hell, no, I'm talking about your attitude,” his younger 
companion continued. And holy light radiated from his 
youthful face. 
Holy light, it was. Holy light, like the kind of face you 
see on a coed when she's just learned she got a fat 
D- in Usher's History. 
"Well, let's look at it this way," the senior suggested 
as he uncrossed his legs and sat up straight to talk to 
his companion. "Suppose this wonderful freshman team 
we had this year does pass its work and gets enough 
to pay its tuition next fall. Then what? Why, we don't 
get any more good players for another three years — 
this bunch will just carry the brunt for three years just 
like every other good freshman team in the past has 
done up here. The school just won't support the big- 
time idea all the way, that's all. We're big-time one 
year and deemphasized the next. And you can look 
at Washington football during the past ten years for an 
example, if you don't believe me. 
"On the other hand, let's suppose that they are really 
serious enough to really go in for big-time athletics. We 
hire a 'name' coach from one of the big schools and pay 
him enough to keep him in coffee and cakes over the 
winter. If he's smart, at all, and he’s got the boys to 
work with—why, blooie—or he can't get his songs pub¬ 
lished by ASCAP. And we're right back here where 
we started. 
The bright-eyed freshman was silent for a minute. 
"Well," he asked, "what about basketball?" 
"Build that up big," the sober-minded senior retorted. 
"It won't cost as much, we've already got a capable 
coach for the sport and won't have to find one, and we've 
got a monstrous Field House that's so hungry for the 
sight of a basketball fan it could warp up and die." 
* * ★ 
As we were listening to the profound discussion be¬ 
tween the bright-eyed freshman and the sober-minded 
senior of what ails the athletic situation at Washington U., 
this department couldn't help thinking that the discussion 
was pretty much the same wherever bright-eyed freshmen 
and sober-minded seniors congregate. The Quad Shop, 
the classroom, the gymnasium, the fraternity house, the 
Commons—everywhere around school people are giving 
a little thought to Washington's new policy of improving, 
or enlarging, at least, the athletic program as it now 
stands. 
It's a mistake to underestimate this man Kinnan. This 
winter, in his second year here as coach, he has suc¬ 
ceeded in transforming the Bears from the collective door¬ 
mat of the Missouri Valley Conference to one of its most 
powerful teams. An outstanding athlete himself when at 
Iowa University, starring in track and basketball, Kinnan 
is the kind of fellow who impresses you as more than 
just an athlete or even as one who has used athletics as 
a vehicle to bigger things. He has an unusual ability 
to dramatize himself, to player and spectator alike, and 
his knowledge of basketball is amazing. His teams em¬ 
body a complexity of plan with a simplicity of execu¬ 
tion; the Bears have six or seven definite plays they 
can use on the floor, yet none restrict a natural player 
from using his initiative. 
Examine the evidence in the case. This year the Bears 
were able to split a series of two games with the power¬ 
ful Loyola of Chicago team, regarded as one of the 
country's finest, came within three points of tying Notre 
Dame at South Bend, and, despite an unfortunate start, 
may yet come back to figure heavily in the Valley race. 
Last season they came within an eyelash of beating 
Yale. And in every game the Bears have shown a com¬ 
bination of the old football fight and the old basketball 
savvy that has been so rare at the Field House in re¬ 
cent years. 
Win or lose, Kinnan will always be able to put an in¬ 
teresting team on the floor—and he loves to win. 
What kind of football will this mean, however? 
The answer is mostly in the type of the new coach—- 
yes—but the power- of appointment rests largely with 
Kinnan, and as Athletic Director, he will also be able to 
exercise a certain power of direction which will figure 
largely in the determining of the new footgall policy. 
It is a rare occurrence to see a basketball coach ele¬ 
vated to the job of Athletic Director because most schools 
seem to believe the way to create a more satisfactory 
athletic situation is to build football and let the prestige 
to be gained from a winning football team do the rest. 
This can be thrown out, on the other hand, by mention¬ 
ing that it is easier to get a big-time basketball schedule 
—easier to produce a powerful team, as a matter of fact 
—and big-time in basketball can translate itself into such 
a recognition for football. 
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GREEK LETTERS 
Are you one of those people who walk up to a door, 
read the sign saying "push" and then pull? If you are 
just such a nonconformest you'll really get a bang out 
of what other non conformests are doing. 
Biggest gyp of the year was pulled by Dick Mersman 
and Jean St. Cyr at the Sigma Chi dance. The two pledges 
charged each one of the brothers 10c to check his coat. 
Funny thing was that nobody seemed to catch on . . . 
"like lambs to the slaughter.” 
"Psst! Have you all heard about Janey Dierberger's 
honeymoon?" Janey went all the way down to the big 
Washington and Lee fancy dress. On the way home, 
due to the crowded condition in the car, she was to ride 
part of the way with the boy's sister and brother-in-law, 
who were on their honeymoon. Because, of missed con¬ 
nections and such, from Virginia to Missouri Janey served 
as an unneeded chaperone. Imagine her dismay to have 
to drive 1000 miles with her. hands over her eyes. 
December 7, the day of the "dastardly attack" brought 
another great happening. Bobbie Davis early in the morn¬ 
ing of the 7th suddenly, after eight months-. of resisting, 
had' a premonition and ran upstairs to don the long hid¬ 
den fraternity pin. Robert Huffstot is responsible for the 
major operations. 
The Pi Phi pledges finally had their chance to get 
even with the actives for the pledge dance. They gave 
a treasure hunt and fixed every active up with a date. 
It really was a problem finding just the right boy for the 
right girl as only 99.99% of the chapter is pinned. 
The Delta Gammas gave their big annual fathers' and 
daughters' banquet. Wishing to give the fathers a good 
time, they sang all the nice old songs such as, '"KKK 
Katy" and "My Little Grey Home In the West." One un¬ 
wary little pledge was innocently humming a popular 
tune. The debonaire, so called old gentlemen picked up 
their ears and swung out to the hottest "Chattanooga Choo 
Choo" heard in these parts for years. 
Posy Oswald had a date with Bev Reynolds to the 
Washington and Lee dance. Bev and his mother drove 
down with a number of girls in the car, but no Posy. 
Seems that Posy had so many trunks and suitcases for 
the week's stay that she had to take the train. 
Jack Schoonover is going to night school now so he 
can spend all day in the Quad Shop talking to the girls. 
The New Regime of howling by day is one up on the 
President's day-light saving's plan. 
Ex pledges of Tri Delta, Mary Ellen Hudgens and Betty 
Collins, just had to think of some way to get into the big 
Mid-winter formal. A non-union orchestra was playing 
for the dance, so the two girls got a couple of union men 
they knew to picket the place and take them in. 
Doris Hartman has just started knitting a sweater. 
Whom she gives it to depends on whom it fits when she 
gets it finished. 
Remember last month we told you about the cute little 
argyle dog sweater Naomi Zwilling was knitting for her 
dog. Well, she finished it and put it on the little fellow. 
It pulled his legs right out to the sides and it looked just 
like he was doing the doggy splits. Poor Naomi had 
knitted the legs going out instead of down. 
Betty Rasbach and Janey Dierberger caught big chief 
Hardy Glenn in a new style strip -tease. Hardy hadn't 
given out the traditional cigars soon enough after he'd 
given his pin out. So poor chief was dumped in front of 
Brookings in not much more than a blanket and forced 
to walk all the way to the fraternity house serenading all 
the way. (Incidentally, it- was pretty windy.) 
Hope you were all listening to the radio the other night 
when the. soldiers let several million people in on the 
story about the letter from, a certain "Gypsy Rose Mans¬ 
field" at Washington U. Patty is certainly taking her 
civilian defense work to heart. Her free hours were 8 p. m. 
to 12 p. m. and the soldiers certainly took her up on it. 
She has a soldier in every barracks and starting a young 
civil war to boot. 
Jack Melitio is really an ardent student. The other, day 
he furiously took so many, notes that the back broke out 
of his seat; he changed seats only to repeat the process. 
Those must have been some" notes, Jack, figures and such. 
Hardy Glenn and Maribeth Greene are looking for 
some cheap carrier pigeons. Their seats used to be row 
D, seats 5 and 6. Now Hardy sits in D-l, while Maribeth 
is stranded in E-12. Since the two are pinned it looks 
like the Prof doesn't think that Greene and Glenn or any 
where near each other in the alphabet anymore. The 
same way Bob Pierce is always in Row A in any teacher's 
book. ■ : 
If you ever want a free coke, just get yourself a friend 
and flip Bill Barnes for the odd man. He'§ far to honest 
to see anything peculiar in two people looking up in the 
air and then both coming out with heads. 
Benno Storm is the most enthusiastic jitterbugger at the 
S.A.E. house. He took his girl to a dance and did the 
East Alton Stomp so hard that she fainted. 
Pop Carver is still dating freshmen. Nowadays he 
takes, Tink Kremer to the Sigma Ghi dances and sits back 
smoking his pipe while the kids dance. 
The S.A.E.'s are settling down these days to good old 
chess and that new., game called monopoly. No more 
parties; just games. 
Sigma Nu Connie Curran was so interested in the 
Kappas initiating Gloria Kratky that he spent most of his 
time before the finals holding her hand. She passed! 
(He didn't.) 
Bill Cassily is still looking for that one and only. The 
other day he answered the phone to some little girl ask¬ 
ing for a Frank whom she had met the , night before and 
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wanted to ask to a Valentine's party. Bill, always quick 
on the trigger, said, "Frank isn't here right now, but won't 
I do?" He did and they had a date. 
Betty Forester has been seen around a lot recently with 
S.A.E. Emerson Foote. For her birthday she received the 
loveliest violets, the S.A.E. flower. What a surprise to 
find they were from Dick Devine a Beta. Maybe Dick 
was just being subtle in saying that he could give her 
anything a boy from 8 fraternity row could give her. 
"I thank you for the flowers you sent," she said, 
And she smiled and blushed and dropped her head; 
"I'm sorry for the words I spoke last night; 
Your sending the flowers proved you were right— 
Forgive me." 
He forgave her. 
And as they walked and talked beneath the bowers, 
He wondered who in the devil sent those flowers. 
—Yellow Jacket. 
"Have you seen Lucile's new evening gown?" 
"No, what does it look like?" 
Well, in most places it looks quite a bit like Lucile." 
—Pointer. 
During one of Professor McClure's lectures, Bill Her¬ 
bert? Every eye was upon him. He tripped over every¬ 
one's feet in his row and then tripped into the row be¬ 
hind, only to sit down and read the "NEW YORKER" over 
someone's shoulder. It isn't that Pop McClure's jokes 
aren't funny, it's just that they aren't dirty. 
"Worm" Carpenter was diligently reading over some 
HATCHET copy when he came to a sudden stop. After 
thinking the whole thing over he busily rewrote the sen¬ 
tence to read as follows. "The Kappas had a citrus battle 
late into the night." Seems that Worm didn't know that 
"slinging oranges and lemons" meant a bull session of 
compliments and insults. 
Sigma Chi's isolationist, Jo Hunt, has finally decided to 
give the girls a break and date them. Wanting to do the 
whole thing up right, Jo shyly asked Steinle to ask Mr. 
Jelinek what the three most passionate words in the Eng¬ 
lish language were. 
1 
Lucy Lou Free, Bebe Niekamp, Glyn Herrick, and Mary 
Watson have organized a new class they call Quad 
shop 000 and it's one they never cut. A Kappa Senior 
has joined the course for half credit and likes it too. 
The only trouble she complains is that there isn't enough 
homework. 
"Dear, am I the first man you ever loved?" 
"Yes, Reginald, all the rest were fraternity boys." 
—Yellow Jacket. 
Nothing relieves the tedium of the pages of a humor 











200 NORTH BROADWAY 
CHestnut 5090 
GENERAL underwriters 
Spring fever is almost upon us, so if you want to make 
print next month, you'd better paint it on a sign board 
with illustrations. We're too laaazy to snoop. 
Then there was the absent-minded American who, in 
an overseas air raid, rushed to the bomb-proof cellar, 
knocked three times, and asked for Gus. 








AND SET UP THE CAMELS, TOO 
. . . Whether you're in there 
bowling yourself—or watch¬ 
ing — nothing hits the spot like 
a cool, flavorful Camel 
TALK ABOUT your wood-gettin’ won¬ 
der! You’re looking right at him — 
"Low” Jackson of St. Louis, 1941 All- 
American, captain of the world’s match 
game champions, and possessor of one 
of the highest-scoring hooks in bowling 
today. Light up a slower-burning Camel 
and watch this champion in action. 
THERE’S A SWIFT FLASH of the arm. 
The snap of a wrist. The ball whirls 
down the alley. Take a good long look 
at the way "Low” Jackson tossed that 
one — that’s an All-American hook. 
Close to the gutter. Three-quarters 
down, she starts to break—straight for 
the slot. Watch it now—it’s — 
C-R-A-S-H! A perfect hit! The very 
sound of ’em falling sets you tingling 
all over. Like a homer with the bases 
loaded...a hole in one...like the full, 
rich flavor of a certain cigarette, it never 
fails to thrill. No matter how much 
you smoke, there’s always a fresh, wel¬ 
come taste to a Camel — for Camels are 
milder with less nicotine in the smoke. 
THE SCORE-BOARD tells the story. 
More smokers prefer Camels... smokers 
like Lowell Jackson to whom mildness 
is so important...smokers who want a 
flavor that doesn’t tire the taste... smok¬ 
ers who want more out of a cigarette 
than something to carry in hand or 
pocket. You’ll never know what you’ve 
been missing until you smoke Camels. 
TWENTY TIMES "Low” Jackson 
(above) has rolled the perfect score 
(300). Every time he lights up a Camel 
he smokes with the assurance of mod¬ 
ern laboratory science that in the smoke 
of milder, slower-burning Camels there 
is less nicotine (see below, left). Get a 
package of slower-burning Camels to¬ 
day,and smoke out the facts foryourself. 




than the average of the 4 other 
largest-selling brands tested— 
less than any of them—according 
to independent scientific tests 
of the smoke itself! 
Camel 
—the Cigarette of 
Costlier 
Tobaccos 
R. .T. Reynolds Tobaoco Co.. Winston-Salem, N. C. 
